I.. Introduction {#sec1}
================

The development of Wireless Capsule Endoscopy (WCE) systems started in 2000, primarily targeting the diagnosis and management of various small intestine diseases [@ref1]. The capsule that the patient swallows is the size of a multivitamin pill; when used for diagnosis of the GI tract, it causes no pain and can reach the small intestine, whereas an ordinary endoscopy is limited to the stomach and to the colon. Wireless capsules commercially available are passive, which means that they move only by peristalsis and the contractions of organs. In addition to capturing images, a wireless capsule controlled in the body could have a wide range of medical applications such as drug delivery or sample collection from part of the GI tract for testing. Leung *et al.* [@ref2] proposed an inflatable capsule that has a balloon structure to stop the bleeding in the small intestine. For an active WCE, the velocity of a capsule moving within the body is important to allow clear and sufficient pictures. With existing capsule devices, a single patient produces nearly 50,000 images per examination, and physicians require an average of 2 hours to evaluate the video recordings. Thus, costs incurred through WCE use are higher than those of traditional endoscopic methods. A system that can effectively provide an accurate motion with steady steps chosen by the physician is therefore desirable to control the landing of the capsule inside the GI tract. In practice, such a system will allow the capsule to pause at any specific location and move at a high and changeable velocity convenient to the GI tract movements, as described in [@ref3].

Several techniques have been developed to control the motility of a capsule within the human digestive system [@ref4]. An earthworm-like mechanism that uses shape memory alloy (SMA) operation based on a stretching, contracting, and holding mechanism was proposed to achieve a motion with 9.6 mm/min velocity [@ref5]. Another legged-based method uses a DC motor inside the capsule to actuate the legs at a velocity of 50 mm/min [@ref6]. The main disadvantages of the internal locomotion mechanisms are their high power-consumption requirements and their low ranges of velocity. Other methods are based on externally controlled mechanisms that use an external magnetic field to manipulate a capsule within the body. These methods have been investigated using a permanent magnet within the capsule body. The method presented in [@ref8] uses a robotic arm with a permanent magnet at the end of the arm. The robotic arm's mechanical movement is reflected to the permanent magnet inside the capsule, and thus the capsule will follow the robotic arm. Similarly, a hand-held external controller method using an external permanent magnetic was proposed in [@ref9] to manipulate the capsule. The most promising methods have been those based on electromagnetic actuation, which provides a sufficient force for control of capsule motion by varying the excitation current. The electromagnetic field produced by electromagnets is safe for the human body because the intensity and the frequency are sufficiently low. A spiral-like capsule design controlled by rotational electromagnetic fields was fabricated to move a capsule within the GI tract [@ref7]. The design is not able to maintain a specific position and presents a high risk of twisting in the small intestine. Keller *et al.* [@ref11] proposed a six pairs of coils to control the capsule in a water-filled stomach only. ALICE system which uses five pairs of coils to perform a helical motion by combining the translation and the rotational motion was proposed in [@ref12].

As a capsule's limited size makes power consumption a critical factor, the proposed method in this research requires no additional power within the capsule to enable the motion. The proposed system in this paper does not rely on human skill, as it can be operated automatically using appropriate feedback to navigate the capsule [@ref13], [@ref15]. The mechanism takes advantage of the electromagnetic field superposition concept, with the total electromagnetic field and the total magnetic force to establish motion control. Unlike systems in previous studies that use the electromagnetic platform, the motion of the proposed system is based on what we call "digital movement" rather than the need of a mechanical involvement in the platform or performing helical motion in the existing designs available in the literature. Also, this system can effectively be used in both stomach and small intestine. As [Section II](#sec2){ref-type="sec"} will describe, the digital movement is governed by a current square pulse that results in precise steps along the desired direction. Specifically, the step's size and the frequency of the steps are also controllable, giving the physician the ability to choose the velocity and precisely landing the capsule at any distance in a new position.

II.. Implementation of Locomotion Method with Dynamic Electromagnet Field {#sec2}
=========================================================================

The locomotion system proposed in this research comprises two stationary sets of parallel and identical electromagnets that are placed underneath and above the targeted area, as [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} shows. This configuration has a total working area of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ and can be enlarged by increasing the number of electromagnets. We chose this arrangement to reduce the attractive force perpendicular to the path, which could damage the tissue as described in [@ref16]. Shaping the electromagnetic field components to stretch the total length of the field along the direction of the motion is key to the design. The proposed arrangement produces electromagnetic forces compounded of the actuation forces from each source and that are sufficient to overcome resistive forces such as friction and the partial obstructions in the small bowel, which [Section II](#sec2){ref-type="sec"} will describe. Moreover, the configuration provides a higher level of safety because no mechanical movement is required to manipulate a capsule. We have implemented a prototype to validate the theoretical approach with practical measurements. To make the capsule follow the electromagnetic field produced by the electromagnets, we embedded a 2.8-mm-height and 8-mm-diameter (N52) permanent magnet in the capsule. FIGURE 1.The proposed WCE locomotion system.

We evaluated the locomotion strategy of the capsule in this paper to demonstrate a new method to obtain controllable motion and velocity by switching the electromagnets for a different period and by changing the rate of the switching per unit time. One advantage of a changeable motion speed is that the consistency improves between the GI tract and the capsule movement. It also allows the physician to choose the required number of images per unit distance/time.

A.. Modeling of Electromagnetic Fields and Forces {#sec2a}
-------------------------------------------------

To achieve this method's primary goal, the kinematic properties of the workspace should be analyzed to describe the capsule's motion. Initially, consider that the capsule is placed at the center and above an electromagnet ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$). The coordinates of the force can be written as $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ represents the vertical placement. Then, if the capsule is horizontally placed above and between two electromagnets, as [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows, the coordinates of the forces at any horizontal displacement become $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ represents the horizontal placement. Hence, the required force for the motion at any horizontal direction (i.e. toward electromagnet-1) can be expressed as $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ is the motion force, *Fx*~1~ is the radial force exerted by electromagnet-1, *Fx*~2~ is the radial force exerted by electromagnet-2, and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ is the friction force. FIGURE 2.Forces exerted by two adjacent electromagnets on the capsule.

Fundamentally, two main factors affect the nomination of the motion force to obtain the required motion precision and velocity: the duration of the current pulse used to switch off the electromagnet and the rate of the current pulses per unit time. The first factor controls the motion precision, whereas both factors affect the velocity of the motion. To control the motion of the capsule in a differentiable path, we assume that the arbitrary location of the capsule is $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$. The unit tangent vector that represents the direction of the motion can be found by differentiating the individual coordinates as:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ is the unit tangent vector and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ is the location of the capsule. This expression is known as the Frenet--Serret formula and is valid for infinitesimal as the curve can be expressed as a straight line. This expression becomes important when the applied current to each electromagnet must be regulated to produce the required electromagnetic field according the location and the direction of the capsule's motion. [Fig. 9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"} shows the expression's uses. [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} shows the free body diagram of the capsule. FIGURE 3.Free body diagram of the capsule.
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\end{document}$ plane represents the direction of the motion, whereas the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ plane represents the radial and axial components of the electromagnetic field $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ with respect to the electromagnetic plane. The total electromagnetic force applied to the capsule can be determined using the superposition principle because the total electromagnetic force component is the sum of each electromagnetic force, as illustrated in [(5)](#deqn5){ref-type="disp-formula"}:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ are the magnetization components of the permanent magnet embedded into the capsule that are assumed to be constant, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ are the axial and radial electromagnetic fields of individual electromagnets applied to the capsule, and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ is the angle between the capsule plane and the electromagnets plane, as shown in [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}.
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\end{document}$ is the length of the electromagnet. Based on the above equations, the total electromagnetic field of each electromagnet is $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$, and the direction angle $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$. The electromagnetic field can be calculated precisely at any chosen point $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ using the finite element method (FEM) or [equations (6) and (7)](#deqn6-7){ref-type="disp-formula"} to understand the distribution and thus generate the electromagnetic field according to the shape of the path.

It is convenient to use [equations (6) and (7)](#deqn6-7){ref-type="disp-formula"} because of the flexibility of changing the parameters of the system and in case of real-time calculations where the processing time need to be as instant as possible. One way to reduce the computation effort is to express the electromagnetic field produced by each electromagnet by the mean of the current flowing into it because the relationship between them is linear. However, in the present system, iron is used as the core material to enhance the electromagnetic field intensity, but the permeability of iron is not linear.

Various practical and mathematical methods can approximate the magnetization, but the results obtained are either inaccurate or overly complex. In our analytical approach, we used the numerical data the core manufacturer provided as a lookup table with the help of piecewise linear approximation to find the magnetization of the iron core at any given current. As a result, this work uses MATLAB to calculate the contribution of each electromagnet in the platform and sum it up linearly according the position and the direction of the motion, as shown in [Equation 5](#deqn5){ref-type="disp-formula"}.

If the capsule moves in a horizontal path and between two electromagnets, as [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} shows, the forces that have impact on the capsule motion are the summation of the radial components from each electromagnet $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ because the magnitude of the tangent vector is 1 with respect to the electromagnet's plane. The forces applied to the capsule in both directions must be equal to keep the capsule in equilibrium. On the other hand, the total axial components from each electromagnet $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ contribute to the total force of the motion if the capsule moves along a differential path. In such a case, the total motion force $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ must be sufficient to overcome new parameters such as weight. Hence, we can determine the static equilibrium state by balancing between the friction force, electromagnetic force, and weight as follows:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ is the inclination angle measured from the x-axis of the path to the x-axis of the platform. FIGURE 4.Effect of each electromagnetic field at the permanent magnet inside the capsule using FEM Simulation.

B.. Motion Control Strategy {#sec2b}
---------------------------

The setup described in the previous section uses a controller to perform the control strategy of this mechanism. The algorithm used in this paper performs two operations. The first form is the static form, where the system controls the electromagnet's currents to produce a constant electromagnetic field to reach the equilibrium to hold the capsule according to its position within the workspace. The second form is the dynamic form, where the system applies a current pulse to the electromagnets to start the motion at the chosen direction, step size, and velocity.

As [Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} shows, the first step of the proposed algorithm is to reach and maintain the equilibrium state in the absence of the current pulse by applying a static electromagnetic field from the stationary electromagnets according to the location of the capsule within the workspace. To start the motion, the system switches to the dynamic form by using the pre-calculated current pulses and applying them to the electromagnet that is opposite to the direction of the motion. The current pulse basically will change the status of the applied current from high to low. Hence, the direction of the total net force will be changed from the equilibrium state to the direction of the motion. The current pulse concept significantly improves the accuracy and the control over the velocity. For example, as [Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} shows if the motion is directed toward electromagnet-2, current pulses will be applied to electromagnet-1 to eliminate the force from its direction, which causes the capsule to follow the force from electromagnet-2. The system in this paper is dynamic and it has no thresholds as the environment of the workspace (i.e., small intestine) is not predictable (different geometries and resistive forces). Hence, we intended to generalize the method in a way that can manage any environment by switching between the static and dynamic modes. FIGURE 5.Flow chart shown the algorithm of the motion mechanism. FIGURE 6.(a) The motion of the capsule at 1mm step size (four steps). (b) The current pulses associated with each step.

As the duration of the current pulse defines the step size of the motion and can be modified according the physician's requirements, the parameters that must be considered are the mass of the capsule, the required step size, and the applied force, as shown in [(9)](#deqn9){ref-type="disp-formula"}:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ is the mass of the capsule. With this method, one step has been created that can be chosen in terms of velocity and resolution. After that, the control system will switch to the static form. In this form, new values of currents will be applied to the electromagnets to modify the total electromagnetic field to reach the equilibrium state at the new position. This process provides the flexibility to change or maintain the step size for each step. The results section will explain the second factor that influences the velocity.

C.. Hardware and Calibration {#sec2c}
----------------------------

The system contains eight electromagnets: four electromagnets for each platform, depicted schematically in [Fig. 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}. The electromagnet's diameter is 75mm, and the length is 75mm. The power supply used in this setup is Aim-ttiQPX600D (80V, 60A) which has two independent outputs, each of which can deliver up to 6kW. FIGURE 7.The mechanism setup. FIGURE 8.Controlling the motion in different directions. The upper dots represent the upper platform of the system whereas the lower dots represent the lower platform. FIGURE 9.The electromagnetic field applied from electromagnet-1 and electromagnet-2 to move the capsule in horizontal path (i.e. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$) as shown in the configuration in [Fig. 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}.

We arranged a power MOSFET transistor as an H-bridge to control the switching and the amount of current of each electromagnet, which is accomplished by delivering variable PWM periods. The purpose of using this setup was to apply the simulated current values obtained with MATLAB using [equations (6) and (7)](#deqn6-7){ref-type="disp-formula"} to control the motion of the capsule digitally and automatically. A calibration process also was required for each electromagnet because of manufacturing imperfections and the materials surrounding the setup. Calibration involved applying a known amount of current to produce the expected electromagnetic field. The error in the electromagnetic field values was then used as a correction factor for scaling the electromagnetic fields and matching them to the data obtained theoretically using a SS49E linear Hall-effect sensor. The results showed that the mean error values of each electromagnet were between 0.2-0.7 mT with no standard deviation higher than mean error which means that data is not highly skewed. This hypothesis was important to assure that the applied electromagnetic fields were highly accurate to perform the motion precisely.

III.. Experimental Results {#sec3}
==========================

We performed several tests using PVC tubes with 25mm diameter with different shapes and lengths to verify the proposed mechanism. We first implemented capsule motion on the horizontal path between two electromagnets as a primary element, as shown in [Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}. We then performed a configuration that varied the inclination angle, as [Fig. 10](#fig10){ref-type="fig"} shows, to test the motion on differential paths. Finally, we tested the system *ex-vivo* to validate the mechanism in a real environment scenario. Further, we performed different tests to verify the motion precision and also to verify that the total field generated from the array of electromagnets could overcome the resistive forces that could present in the path. The total electromagnetic field is not fixed, it depends on the position of the capsule, the orientation, the resistive forces and the speed. During the implementation, we found that the size of the electromagnets did not affect the motion precision but that their electromagnetic field intensity was lower. In our setup, we choose the workspace height to be 160mm as shown in [Fig. 10](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}. Hence, and based on the simulations and experiments, we found that the 75mm electromagnet can produce the required field intensity for mobility without producing much heat from the electromagnets. The amount of the electromagnetic field produced by each electromagnet depends on the position of the capsule with respect to each electromagnet and the geometry of the electromagnet. FIGURE 10.The actual setup used to conduct the method with differential path.

[Fig. 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"} shows the basic concept of controlling the motion in different directions using an array of electromagnets in each platform. In case of horizontal motion (i.e., $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$), the electromagnets in the lower platform produce most of the force necessary to move the capsule, whereas the electromagnets in the upper platform have a lower impact and are used to reduce the force perpendicular to the path, which could damage the GI tract, and, if required, boost the force parallel to the path. As the inclination angle increases (i.e., $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$), the electromagnets in the upper platform play a major role in moving the capsule by reshaping the electromagnetic field to align with the path while maintaining zero net force.

This system implemented no feedback from the location or path's orientation, but the total distance by means of the known number and the size of steps can accurately verify the mechanism. The control system treads the motion along the path point by point such that the electromagnetic field from each electromagnet is regulated according to the capsule's location and orientation. [Fig. 9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"} shows the total electromagnetic field applied to move the capsule along the horizontal path and between two electromagnets as shown in [Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}. When the capsule is in the middle point between the two electromagnets (i.e., 37.5mm), the electromagnetic fields are equal in magnitude and opposite in direction to maintain the equilibrium.

For a differential path, as the angle of inclination starts changing, the electromagnetic fields from the upper platform will contribute first to overcoming the effect of the gravity ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$), and second to aligning the capsule with the path axis, as described in [Section II](#sec2){ref-type="sec"}. In that regard, we performed several tests to verify the proposed mechanism and evaluate the motion precision. We modified the PVC tube used in this system with heat to represent a differential path, as [Fig. 10](#fig10){ref-type="fig"} shows.

We then simulated the path geometry in MATLAB to calculate the required electromagnetic field for any given location and from which direction it must be applied. The combination of the selected step size and the direction of the tangent vector give the exact location along the differential curve as [Fig. 11](#fig11){ref-type="fig"} shows. FIGURE 11.The simulation of the path in MATLAB. The black arrows inside the path are from the application of Frenet--Serret formula.

For the case shown in [Fig. 10](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}, the amount of contribution from electromagnet-3 increases as angle $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ increases to reach the equilibrium status by aligning the total electromagnetic field with the vector that is tangent to the path. Hence, the total electromagnetic field in the forward direction $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ must be equal to the total electromagnetic field in the reverse direction $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$. In other words, the contribution of the axial component of the electromagnetic field in electromagnet-1, electromagnet-2 and electromagnet-3 becomes larger as the inclination angle increases, while the radial component governs the motion as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ become smaller, as [Fig. 12](#fig12){ref-type="fig"} shows. FIGURE 12.*Br* and *Bz* components of the electromagnets at each step for the case shown in [Fig. 11](#fig11){ref-type="fig"}.

[Fig. 12](#fig12){ref-type="fig"} also shows that the radial components of the electromagnetic field $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ are always equal when the capsule is in the horizontal path, as in the first two steps and the last three steps in this case. On the other hand, the axial component of electromagnet-3 increases gradually to balance the capsule in the inclined path and overcomes the weight as a new parameter. Importantly, the total force in both directions must include the friction force and the weight according to the path geometry.

We measured the total field applied in the capsule in both forward/backward directions with respect to its plane using a SS49E linear Hall-effect sensor, as [Fig. 13](#fig13){ref-type="fig"} shows. Also, we calculated the simulated total field in the same figure by subtracting the total electromagnetic field components from each source in forward direction $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ from the total electromagnetic field in the reverse direction $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$. [Fig. 13](#fig13){ref-type="fig"} also shows the correlation in equilibrium status of the endoscopic capsule along the path in simulation and measurement. FIGURE 13.The total electromagnetic field in the forward direction $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ and the comparison between simulations and measurements. It also shows the impact of the angle of inclination during its motion in phase a, b and c.

In the control system used in this case, and according to [(8)](#deqn8){ref-type="disp-formula"}, one can see the increment of the total force in relation to the angle of inclination by comparing [Fig. 11](#fig11){ref-type="fig"} and [Fig. 13](#fig13){ref-type="fig"}. In the first few steps, where the path is horizontal, the total force has been kept low, but it is sufficient to move the capsule. In phase $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ gradually increases with each step, the total force also increases gradually. After that, we reduced the incrementing of the angle of inclination for a few steps and verify the total force, as appears in phase $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ shows the total force when the angle of inclination begins decrementing steadily.

During the measurements, we noticed a small variation in the total electromagnetic field between the simulation and result even after calibration; however, this variation ranged from −0.21 mT to 0.33 mT, which is negligible compared with the total electromagnetic field. This could occur because of the position of the sensor during the measurements as the scale of the reading in mm. Also, the temperature of the electromagnets could affect the field density as the heat changes the permeability of the electromagnet's material and hence affect the produced electromagnetic field. We concluded that it is possible to increase or decrease the total amount of the electromagnetic field while maintaining the equilibrium as long as the total force is sufficient to overcome the resistive forces.

As the velocity and the precision of motion are important features to determine the targeted areas in the small bowel, we performed various tests to control the motion at different velocities. The velocity can be controlled either by changing the step size that is governed by the total amount of the applied electromagnetic field and the duration of the pulses or by varying the current pulses per unit time (i.e., 1 second). According to [(9)](#deqn9){ref-type="disp-formula"}, and because the total amount of force is not the same for each step, the current pulse duration is the other parameter that could be varied to choose and maintain the required step size.

It is clear from [Fig. 14](#fig14){ref-type="fig"} that the current pulse duration of each step decreases as the force applied to the capsule increases as described in [(9)](#deqn9){ref-type="disp-formula"}, whereas [Fig. 15](#fig15){ref-type="fig"} shows the rate of the pulses per second for 1mm step size to have velocities of 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, and 8mm/s. FIGURE 14.The current pulse duration for each step during the traveling in the path shown in [Fig. 11](#fig11){ref-type="fig"} (1mm step size at all steps). FIGURE 15.The pulses rate applied to the capsule for 1mm step size to change the velocity at 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, and 8 mm/s.

This range of velocity can meet the capsule's motion requirements to be compatible with the GI tract motion and to produce a clear and reasonable number of pictures during motion [@ref14]. We selected the time intervals between the pulses to be equally distributed, and the step size is the same for all steps. Hence, the physician can control the speed; it is not fixed, and it depends on the net force and frequency of the current pulses.

The second approach to assess the control of the velocity is to change the step size. We performed several experiments to move the capsule with different step sizes. [Fig. 16 (a)](#fig16){ref-type="fig"} shows a snapshot of the capsule moving in a large step size (25mm), whereas [Fig. 16 (b)](#fig16){ref-type="fig"} shows the motion in a small step size (3mm). The controller in the system requires a time between 2 and 4ms (depending on the number of electromagnets used) to calculate and apply the required current according to the new position. The period can be fitted at the rest time between the steps, as [Fig. 15](#fig15){ref-type="fig"} shows. FIGURE 16.The capsule moving in: (a) large step size, (b) smaller step size.

With successful validation of the control system in PVC tubes with different shapes, we implemented an *ex-vivo* demonstration to explore the challenges that could occur in a real environment scenario. The setup used for this experiment is similar to the previous tests, except that we used a fresh pig's intestine in the PVC tube to stimulate the human small intestine environment. We also placed two Layers of minced pig (50mm thickness) above and below the pig's intestine to stimulate human tissue, as [Fig. 17](#fig17){ref-type="fig"} shows. For the *ex-vivo* setup, we intended to use the same shape of PVC tube for the previous experiments to differentiate between the setup with the PVC tube only and the *ex-vivo* setup. We then inserted the capsule inside the *ex-vivo* model to test the motion using the approach in [Section II](#sec2){ref-type="sec"}. FIGURE 17.The capsule moving in *ex-vivo* at 3*mm* step size with 6 different positions.

During this experiment, we noticed that the resistive forces in *ex-vivo* were higher than the forces in the forces in the PVC tube only because of the mucus in the pig's intestine. The friction between the flexible geometry of the pig's intestine and the capsule also increased compared to the rigid geometry of the PVC tube only. As a result, we increased the total force applied to the capsule in *ex-vivo* to maintain the accuracy of each step along the differential tracks, as [Fig. 18](#fig18){ref-type="fig"} shows. FIGURE 18.*Br* and *Bz* components of the electromagnets at 3*mm* step size in *ex-vivo*.

This confirms that a continuous calibration of the position is required in a real environment scenario because the resistive forces and the activities inside the small intestine are not predictable [@ref14]. This can be done in the proposed system as previously described along with a compatible localization system to confirm the location of each step during the process and calibrate the position if required. In order to investigate the accuracy of the proposed mechanism in this paper, we performed the experiment five times to observe the error in the capsule's motion. [Table I](#table1){ref-type="table"} shows the errors between the expected location and the actual location after 51 steps with 1mm step size, as visualizing the error for longer distances would be easier than measuring the error for each step.TABLE 1Errors Between the Expected Location and the Actual LocationExperiment No.$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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One unique benefit of digital movement is that it gives a clear and precise comparison of the theoretical and practical results to calibrate the control system if required. The table shows that the range of error is ±2%, which could be acceptable and correctable. Correcting the position can be done by either moving the capsule to the desired location or by adding/subtracting the error in the next step. The variation of the error could occur because of the variation of the resistive forces, which proper feedback could overcome. Moreover, the temperature of the electromagnets directly influences the system performance, as the highest error in the fifth trial occurred when the electromagnet's temperatures were around 65°C. Consequently, this system requires a cooling system to run accurately for a long time.

For any wireless capsule locomotion method, it is essential to consider certain factors in order to perform the motion satisfactorily. Controlling the motion at different velocities gives the system the capability to move the capsule conveniently within the GI tract. It also allows the physician to choose the number of pictures or lengths of video per unit length. Moving the capsule at high velocity is undesirable because it increases the resistive forces between the capsule surface and the small bowel, which could cause damage or require more force for motion [@ref26]. The proposed system can change the velocity from 1 to 480mm/min; the capsule's optimum velocity is 150mm/min [@ref16]. Because of the capsule's internal power source limitations, reducing the power consumption required for motion is always preferable. This work makes a trade-off between the capsule and the external magnetic actuation. This is achieved by providing the power externally since an external system will have no major limitations. Since the magnetic field is dynamic, the external power sources does not have a fixed power value. However, it varies from 60 to 280W. Another important factor is system automation and reduction of the human interface. Systems directly controlled by the physician, such as handheld systems, are usually less productive and yield less quality than automated systems. Automated systems also provide a higher level of safety, whereas the physician's skills and mental state directly influence his or her performance during the process. The ability to hold the capsule at any chosen location and reverse the direction of the motion is important for performing drug delivery or any additional monitoring or diagnosis. [Table II](#table2){ref-type="table"} compares the proposed method with other methods described in the literature.TABLE 2A Comparison Between Def and the Other MethodsMethodRecommended VelocityPower consumption at capsule siteAbility to stop / reverseEarthworm-like [@ref5]9.6mm/min\~ 450mWYesLegged-based method [@ref6]50mm/min\~ 430mWNoRotational Magnetic field [@ref7]1200mm/minNo PowerNoRobotic arm and Hand-held [@ref8]50mm/minNo PowerYesDEF1 to 480mm/minNo PowerYes

IV.. Conclusion {#sec4}
===============

A new motion mechanism for WCE has been presented and experimentally verified. The system uses a set of dynamically controlled electromagnets that are placed into two platforms below and above the workspace. A combination of analytical and calibration techniques were proposed to achieve high precision of motion. A control strategy is successfully developed to attain an accurate motion at different velocities for forward/backward and inclined paths by maintaining the equilibrium of the forces that are parallel to the direction of motion. The proposed method has been conducted by visualizing the path, however, the capsule need to be navigated by using a feedback system. With long experiments, we observed reasonable differences between the measured and simulated electromagnetic field. The heat has a direct influence on the permeability of the core and hence the produced electromagnetic field. For future enhancement, the systems will utilize a cooling system to maintain the temperature within an acceptable range. Furthermore, a future consideration includes the testing of the mechanism in real environment (i.e., *in vivo*) to explore any further requirements and challenges.
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